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Sl 

No 

Unit Sub Topic VSA(2) SA(3) LA(4) Total 

Marks 

Unitwise 

Marks 

1 Relational 

Databases and 

SQL 

Database Concepts 3(2)  1(4) 10 30 

Structured Query 

Language 
 1(3)  3 

Data Types 1(2)   2 

Data Definition 

Commands 
2(2) 1(3) 2(4) 15 

2 Introduction 
to 

Emerging 

 1(2) 1(3)  5 5 

 Total  7(2) 3(3) 3(4) 35 35 

MARKING SCHEME 

Q No Answers  

1 An RDBMS model consist of data stored in the form of a table or a Relation where each 

row is uniquely identified with other.  (2marks) 

OR 

2 marks for correct definition. 

2 Metadata is data about data and data dictionary contains metadata and other information 

of databases   (1 mark each for Correct definition) 

3 2 marks for discussing Blockchain technology 

OR 

1 mark each for correct definition 

4 i)b       ii) b   (1 mark each ) 

5 Select distinct(departments) from department;    (2 marks for correct query) 

6 i)b       ii)c   (1 mark each for Correct option) 

7 1 mark each for Correct definition of keys 

OR 

2 marks for correct differentiation   

8 i)b       ii)c       iii)d     

OR 

i)d        ii)c     iii)b           (1 mark each for Correct option) 

9 Candidate key AdmNum, RegNum, Aadhar    (1mark) 

ii)Degree 6,         Cardinality 5     (1 mark each) 

 

10 1 mark for definition, 1 mark for explanation of  working, 1 mark for application. 

11 i)insert into STUDENT values(6,3433,R1009,565433,’surya’,X); 

ii)delete from STUDENT where Admnum=7676; 

iii)update STUDENT set class =’XI ‘ where class=’X’; 

iv)Select * from STUDENT where name like ‘%esh’; 

12 i)Select * from TEACHER where sex=”M’ and Desg=’PGT’; 

ii)Select * from TEACHER where Tsalary between 45000 and 55000; 

iii)Select distinct (Desg) from TEACHER; 

iv)Select * from TEACHER order by Tname desc; 

(1 mark for each correct query) 

OR 

i)- 

ii)MP Singh 

    Geetanjli 

    Vinita  

    Madhu 

iii)10 

    20 

    30 

    40 

     50 

iv) 101 

      107 

(1 marks for each correct output) 

13 i)Create table ABC(Rollno integer(3),Name varchar(25),DOB Date,Class varchar(5)); 

      (2 marks for correct query) 

ii)alter table ABC add primary key (Rollno); 

iii)alter table ABC add Aadhar_no integer; 

      (1 mark each for Correct query) 
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1.  IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service 

PaaS: Platform as a Service 

SaaS: Software as a Service 

P2P: Peer to Peer 

½ mark each 

OR 

2 marks for correct Explanation.  

2.  i)  Data Redundancy:  Redundancy means same data are duplicated in different places 

(files). 

ii) Data inconsistency: Data inconsistency occurs when same data maintained in different 

places do not match. 

 1 mark for each correct limitation.  

3. Roll_No: int/integer, Marks: float, DOB: date, Regd_No: Varchar    ½ marks each  

OR 

1 mark each for correct explanation. 

4. i) MySQL, PostgreSQL ½ mark each 

ii) 1 mark for correct answer. 

5. 1 mark for correct explanation and 1 mark for suitable example. 

6.  Create table Player (playerid int primary key, name varchar(50), height int, weight int, 

datebirth date, teamname varchar(50));    

2 marks for the correct answer.           

7. i) % (percent) and _(underscore)              1 mark for correct answer 

ii) distinct                                                    1mark for correct answer 

8.  1 mark for correct definition & 2 marks for listing applications 

OR 

1 mark for correct definition. 1 marks for each correct difference. 

9. DDL: Data Definition Language 

DML: Data Manipulation Language   ½  mark each  

1 mark for each suitable command. 

10. Raman can use alter command to add new column:  

The correct command is given below: 

Alter table emp 

Add phoneno integer; 

After adding column he can enter the phoneno of each employee by using update command. 

1 mark for alter command , 1 mark for writing correct syntax of alter command and 1 marks 

for suggesting update command 

11. i) Degree: 3   Cardinality: 8       1 mark each 

ii) row in a relation is called tuple whereas column in a relation is called as attribute.  

1 marks each definition 

12. i) Select * from school where StationCode >300 and StationCode<500; 

ii) Select * from school where Name like “%AFS”; 

iii) Select * from school where Region = ‘Gurugram’; 



iv) Select * from school order by StationCode desc; 

1 mark for each correct query 

 

OR 

i) Select * from PRODUCT where manufacturer = ‘LG’; 

ii) Select * from PRODUCT where price between 5000 and 10000; 

iii) Select Productname, Price from PRODUCT where Productname like ‘%Machine’; 

iv) Select distinct(Manufacturer) from PRODUCT; 

1  mark for each correct query 

 

13. i) Select TITLE FROM MOVIE WHERE PRICE>200 ORDER BY RATING; 

ii) Select NO, PRICE from MOVIE;  

iii) Select SEATS_LEFT FROM MOVIE WHERE TYPE=’ACTION’; 

iv) DELETE FROM MOVIE WHERE RATING=’C’; 

1 mark for each correct query 
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Sample Question Paper -Term-2 Session 2021-22 
INFORMATICS PRACTICES (Code: 065) 

Maximum Marks: 35 Class: XI Time: 2 hours 

 

General Instructions: 

• The question paper is divided into 3 sections – A, B and C 

• Section A consists of 7 questions (1-7). Each question carries 2 marks. 

• Section B consists of 3 questions (8-10). Each question carries 3 marks. 

• Section C consists of 3 questions (11-13). Each question carries 4 marks. 

• Internal choices have been given for question numbers – 1, 3, 8 and 12. 

 Section –A 

Each question carries 2 marks 

 

Q. No Question Marks 

1. Write the full form of followings: 

i) IaaS      ii) PaaS       iii) SaaS         iv) P2P 

OR 

How IoT and WoT are related? 

2 

2. Write any two limitations of Manual/Traditional File system. 2 

3. Consider the following ‘Student’ table. 

 

Roll_No Marks DOB Regd_No 

101 95.5 1993-08-07 R101 

102 96.7 1997-09-23 R102 

103 93 1998-10-12 R103 

Write the most suitable datatypes for all the columns. 

OR 

Explain different types of constraints applied on table columns? 

2 

4. i) Name any two RDBMS softwares. 

ii) What is the use of isnull function in SQL. 

2 

5. What do you understand by foreign Key in a table? Give a suitable example of 

Foreign Key. 

2 

6. Write the SQL statement to create the following table named “Player”: 

 

2 
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7. i) Which special symbols are used for pattern matching in mysql? 

ii) Which clause is used to show the data of a column without repetition? 

 

2 

 Section –B 

Each question carries 3 marks 

 

8. What is machine learning? What are some applications of Machine Learning? 

OR 

What is augmented Reality? How augmented Reality differ from Virtual Reality? 

3 

9. Write the full forms of DDL and DML. Explain any two commands of DML in SQL 

with example. 

3 

10. Raman is a database administrator. He has created a table emp and forgot to add 

column phoneno in the table now he wants to add the below given column into the 

table.  

Phoneno of integer datatype. 

Help him to write the correct command. Also suggest the command to enter phoneno 

of all the employees whose data is already available in the table. 

3 

 Section –C 

Each question carries 4 marks 

 

11. i) Suppose there is a table named student with 6 rows and 4 columns. 2 more rows 

added and one column deleted from the table. What will be degree and cardinality of 

table student? 

ii)  what is difference between tuple and attribute 

4 

12. Write SQL queries for question (i) to (iv) which are based on the table: school  

 

SchoolCode Name StationCode Region Zone 

1603 Rohtak 200 Gurugram West 

1866 Dinjan 486 Tinsukia NorthEast 

1596 Hisar 182 Gurugram North 

1344 Sirsa AFS          203 Gurugram North 

1823 Delhi AFS          239 Delhi South 

 

i) Display all the details of schools whose StationCode is between 300 to 500. (300 

and 500 exclusive)  

ii) Display all the details of Schools whose name ends with ‘AFS’. 

iii) Print the details of schools of Gurugram region. 

iv) Display records of table in descending order of StationCode. 

 

OR 

Answer question (i) to (iv) on the basis of following table  

4 
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Table: PROUDCT 

PID  Productname   Manufacturer  Price 

F101 Freeze  Videocon 8000 

W102  Washing Machine  LG 9000 

C103  Cooler  LG 5000 

S104 Sewing Machine  Usha 2000 

FW12   Almirah Godrej  6000 

 

i) Display all details of those products whose manufacturer is “LG”. 

ii) Display details of Products whose price is in range of 5000 to 10000. 

iii)  Display Product Name and Price from table Product where product name ends with 

“Machine”.  

iv)  Display manufacturer names only once. 

13. Write SQL commands for the following table MOVIE:  

  

NO  TITLE  TYPE  RATING  SEATS_LEFT  PRICE  

1  ARMY PATRIOTIC  A  4  250  

2  AIR FORCE ACTION  B  2  175  

3  RACE  ACTION  C  7  245  

4  TIRANGA PATRIOTIC  A  3  130  

  

i. Display the list of movies with price over 200 rupees and sorted by rating.  

ii. Display a report listing the movie number, price from the table movie. 

iii. Display the number of seats left for action movies.  

iv. Delete all the movies from the table with rating ‘C’.  

 

4 
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Sample Question Paper-Term-2 Session 2021-22 
INFORMATICS PRACTICES (Code: 065) 

Maximum Marks: 35 Class: XI Time: 2 hours 

 

General Instructions: 

• The question paper is divided into 3 sections – A, B and C 

• Section A consists of 7 questions (1-7). Each question carries 2 marks. 

• Section B consists of 3 questions (8-10). Each question carries 3 marks. 

• Section C consists of 3 questions (11-13). Each question carries 4 marks. 

• Internal choices have been given for question numbers – 1, 3,7, 8 and 12. 

        

        

 PART A 

Each question carries 2 marks 

 

Q No Question Marks 

1 What are the key features of a Relational database management model. 

OR 

What do you understand by the term database schema. 

 

2 

2 Define the term Metadata. How does it relate to Data dictionary, 

 

2 

3 Discuss the concept of blockchain technology. 

OR 

Explain the terms: (i) Cloud Computing                           (ii) Big data 

 

2 

4 

 

i)To display list of all tables in a database we will use 

a. Select                     b. Show Tables               c. display tables          d. use tables  

ii) To enter a record in a table we will use 

      a)Create command                          b) Insert command     

      c)Select command                          d) None of all 

 

2 

 

 

5 Anita is trying to run a query to display UNIQUE departments from table Department. 

Help her to write the query using the appropriate clause. 

 

2 

6 i)Which command is used to make our database as working database 

a. Show                                 b. Use                  c. Describe       d. Create   

ii)Which command is used to remove the entire table structure from the database. 

a. Delete                       b.   Remove              c. Drop               d. pop 

2 

7 Define foreign key and candidate key. 

                                                   OR 

 Differentiate between primary key constraint and UNIQUE constraint. 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

PART –B 

Each question carries 3 marks 

 

8 Consider a table ABC given below and answer the questions  

 

Table: ABC 

DEPT DNAME ADDRESS 

10 SCIENCE BIKANER 

20 COMMERCE JAIPUR 

30 ART JODHPUR 

40 COMPUTER KOTA 

50 SPORT ALWAR 

 

i) Which command will display all data of table. 

a. Select all from ABC;                                         b. Select * from ABC; 

c.    Select any from ABC;                                      d. Select % from ABC; 

ii) To store data into ABC table we will use 

a. Create table                  b. Select                     c. Insert into         d. None of all 

iii) To get the following output we will use  

10  SCIENCE   BIKANER 

a. Select * from ABC where dname=”SCIENCE”;      

b. Select * from ABC where dept=10; 

c. Select * from ABC where ADDRESS=”BIKANER”;        

d. All are correct 

OR 

Answer the following on the basis of above table: 

i) Choose correct statement 

a.   Total records are 3                                      b. Total Fields are 5 

c.    DNAME is a Tuple                                       d. ABC is a Relation 

ii) Correct insert statement is  

a. Insert into ABC (10, “SCIENCE”, “BIKANER”); 

b. Insert into ABC values(10, “SCIENCE”, “BIKANER”); 

c. Insert values into ABC (10, “SCIENCE”, “BIKANER”); 

d. Insert values(10, “SCIENCE”, “BIKANER”) into ABC; 

iii) Correct delete statement is: 

a. Delete from table ABC; 

b. Delete from ABC; 

c. Delete into ABC; 

d. None of the above. 

3 

9 A table STUDENT have following structure with sample data 

 

Rollno AdmNum RegNum Aadhar Name  Class 

1 1343 R1001 344443 Dinesh XI 

2 1432 R1002 676765 Rajesh XI 

3 4321 R1003 323276 Mohan XI 

1 7676 R1004 645112 Rajesh X 

2 1354 R1005 548989 Sarita X 

(i) Identify the candidate key/keys of the table. 

(ii) What is the degree and cardinality of the table? 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 What is Machine Learning? How it works? Write some applications where machine 

learning is implemented.     

3 

 PART C 

Each question carries 4 marks 

 



 

 

---------- 

11 i) Write the code to add the following record in the above table named STUDENT. 

     (6,3433,R1009,565433,’surya’,X) 

ii) Delete the details of the record whose AdmNum is 7676. 

iii) Update the class of a student from X to XI. 

iv)  Display the details of students whose name ends with ‘esh’. 

 

4 

12 TEACHER 

 

Tcode Tname Desg Tsalary Subject Dno Sex 

101 Sangeeta PRT 40000 NULL 10 F 

102 Sunita TGT 47000 ART 20 F 

103 Mohanraj PGT 51310 Chemistry 40 M 

104 Shikha PGT 55000 Chemistry 40 F 

105 MP Singh PGT 40000 Physics 40 M 

106 Geetanjali PGT 47000 Physics 40 F 

107 Suresh PRT 30000 NULL 10 M 

108 Vinita TGT 25000 English 30 F 

109 Madhu PGT 60000 English 30 M 

110 Vinod TGT 50000 Games  50 M 

Write SQL Query 

(i) Display all the Male teachers who are PGT. 

(ii) Display all the details of teachers who earns between 45000 to 55000. 

(iii) Display designation only once. 

(iv) Display all the details in descending order according to Tname. 

OR 

Write output of following SQL queries: 

i) Select * from TEACHER where Tname like ‘R%’; 

ii) Select  Tname from TEACHER where subject IN(‘Physics’,’English’); 

iii) Select distinct(Dno) from TEACHER; 

iv) Select Tcode from TEACHER where Subject is null; 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13 i) Write SQL command to create table ABC with following details 

 

Field Data type Size 

Rollno Integer 3 

Name Varchar 25 

DOB Date  

Class  Varchar 5 

ii) Write the command to create primary key on the column Rollno. 

iii)Write the command to add another column Aadhar_no of datatype integer in the 

existing table. 

4 

[1] 
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Sample Question Paper2 -Term-2 Session 2021-22 
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Maximum Marks: 35 Class: XI Time: 2 hours 

 

 

General Instructions 

• The question paper is divided into 3 sections – A, B and C 

• Section A, consists of 7 questions (1-7). Each question carries 2 marks. 

• Section B, consists of 3 questions (8-10). Each question carries 3 marks. 

• Section C, consists of 3 questions( 11-13). Each question carries 4 marks. 

• Internal choices have been given for question numbers – 1 , 3, 9 and 12. 

 

 

 Section –A 
Each question carries 2 marks 

 

Q. 

No 

Question  

1. What is the difference between CHAR and VARCHAR datatype in mysql? 

OR 

What is difference between DDL and DML? 

(2) 

2. Suppose there is a table named student with 5 rows and 4 columns. 2 more rows added  and 
one column deleted from the table. What will be degree and cardinality of table student? 

(2) 

3. What is database? Write its advantages. 

OR 

Write full form of DBMS. Give two examples of DBMS software. 

 

(2) 

4. What is AI? Give any one example of it. (2) 

5.  Answer the following:          
a) Which command is used to show the structure of the table?   
b) Name two String Data type in MySQL. 

 

(2) 

6. What is referential integrity constraint? (2) 

7 a. Unique key allows NULL values in a table. (True/False)    

b. Delete from bank; 

       The above command will delete all the records from table “bank”. (True/False)  

(2) 

 SECTION – B 

Each question carries 3 marks 
 

8 Write the output based upon the queries (i) to (iii)  given below: 3 



[2] 
 

Table : TEACHER 

 
(i) select name,age from TEACHER where age<35; 
(ii) select distinct(department) from TEACHER; 
(iii) select * from TEACHER where age>40 and  Department=‘Computer’; 

 
 

9 Define the following terms: 
a. candidate key 
b. alternate key 
c. tuple  

OR 
Write the answer of the following questions 

a. Which clause is used to show the result in a particular order. 
b. Which command is used to show all the databases available in mysql 
c. Which  command is used to remove the structure of the table from database. 

3 

10 What is Cloud Computing? What are types of Cloud computing? 3 

 Section C  

11 On the basis of table Travel as given below, answer (i) to (iv). 

 

NO  NAME  TDATE  KM  CODE  NOP  

101  Janish Kin  2015–11–13  200  101  32  

103  Vedika Sahai  2016–04–21  100  103  45  

105  Tarun Ram  2016–03–23  350  102  42  

102  John Fen  2016–02–13  90  102  40  

107  Ahmed Khan  2015–01–10  75  104  2  

104  Raveena  2016–05–28  400  4  

(i) Write sql query to create above table Travel. (Take data types according to values 
in columns). 

(ii) Write a query to display NAME and TDATE from the table travel whose distance 
is greater than 100. 

(iii) Neelima has given the following command to arrange the data in ascending order 

of date. 

                                Select * from travel where order by tdate; 

4 

[3] 
 

              but she is not getting the desired result. Help her and write the correct command. 

(iv) Write a command to display the name and tdate of the traveller whose travel date 

is after 2015?  

12 Write SQL queries for question from (i) to (iv) which are based on the table: KV given 

below ( ) 
 

KVCode KVName StationCode Region Zone 

1603 Bharatpur 331 Jaipur West 

1595 Alwar 324 Jaipur West 

1596 Alwar Itarana 324 Jaipur West 

1019 Gandhidham IFFCO 11 Ahmedabad West 

1020 Gandhidham Railway 11 Ahmedabad West 

1769 Avadi AFS 584 Chennai South 

1702 Uri 390 Jammu North 

1296 Barnala AFS 172 Chandigarh North 

(i) Display the details of KVs whose StationCode between 300 and 500. 
(ii) Display the details of KVs whose name ends with AFS. 
(iii) Print the details of KVs of Jaipur region. 
(iv) Print the Stationcode and Region of KVs which are not situated in Ahmedabad region 

OR 
(i) Display records of table in descending order of KVCode. 
(ii) Write a query to add on row in the above given table: 

(1603,Gurgaon AFS,144,gurugram,north) 
(iii) Display KVCode and KVName whose Zone is west or region is Chennai. 
(iv) Write a query to display details of all KVs whose names starts with A. 

 

4 

13 Study the following Case Studies and answer the questions below. 

A Bank in Haryana uses database management system to store student details. The Bank 

maintains a database 'bank_record' under which there are two tables.    

Accountholder Table : Maintains general details about every account holder in bank having 

below given field: 

Cname, Accno,balance 

Transaction Table : To store details of transactions done. Acc_no is the unique 

identification number issued to each account holder. Minimum balance of a account is 1000. 

The details of field are given below: 

Transaction_ID,TR_amount, TR_date, Accno 

 

i. Primary key of the table is already decided by the programmer. Now he wants 

another column to behave like primary key. Suggest him the combination of 

constraint which he can apply on that column to behave like a primary key. 

ii.  The Primary Key for Transaction Table can be ……. 

 

iii. The Foreign Key for Transaction Table can be ……. 

 

iv. If Accno will contain exactly 10 character having combination of character and 

digits, which datatype will suggest for attribute Accno? 

4 
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Sample Question Paper 

INFORMATICS PRACTICES (Code : 065) 

MARKING SCHEME 

CLASS : XI 

Maximum Marks: 35 Time: 2 hours 

 

 

General Instructions 

• The question paper is divided into 3 sections – A, B and C 

• Section A, consists of 7 questions (1-7). Each question carries 2 marks. 

• Section B, consists of 3 questions (8-10). Each question carries 3 marks. 

• Section C, consists of 3 questions( 11-13). Each question carries 4 marks. 

• Internal choices have been given for question numbers – 1 , 3, 9 and 12. 

 

 

 Section –A 
Each question carries 2 marks 

 

Q. 

No 

Question  

1. What is the difference between CHAR and VARCHAR datatype in mysql? 

OR 

What is difference between DDL and DML? 

(2) 

Ans VARCHAR is variable length, while CHAR is fixed length. CHAR is a fixed length string 
data type, so any remaining space in the field is padded with blanks. CHAR takes up 1 byte 
per character.VARCHAR is a variable length string data type, so it holds only the 
characters you assign to it. 

OR 
DDL is Data Definition Language which is used to define data structures. For example: 
create table, alter. 
DML is Data Manipulation Language which is used to manipulate data itself. For 
example: insert, update, delete. 

 

2. Suppose there is a table named student with 5 rows and 4 columns. 2 more rows added  and 

one column deleted from the table. What will be degree and cardinality of table student? 
(2) 

Ans Cardinality:7 

Degree: 3 

 

3. What is database? Write its advantages. 

OR 

Write full form of DBMS. Give two examples of DBMS software. 

 

(2) 

[2] 
 

Ans May be defined as a collection of interrelated data stored together to serve multiple 

application .It is computer based record keeping system.  It not only allows to store but also 

allows us modification of data as per requirements. 

Advantages: 

• Better Data Transferring 

• Better Data Security 

• Better data integration 

• Minimized Data Inconsistency 

• Faster data Access. 

• OR 

• Database management system. Oracle, MS Access, MySQL 

 

4. What is AI? Give any one example of it. (2) 

Ans Artificial intelligence (AI) is a wide-ranging branch of computer science concerned with 

building smart machines capable of performing tasks that typically require human 

intelligence. 

 Example :Siri, Alexa and other smart assistants 

 

5.  Answer the following:          
a) Which command is used to show the structure of the table?   
b) Name two String Data type in MySQL. 

 

(2) 

Ans a. Desc or Describe  

b. Char, Varchar 
 

6. What is referential integrity constraint? (2) 

Ans The Referential integrity or foreign key constraints is specified between two relations or 

tables and used to maintain the consistency among the tuples in two relations. Primary key 

of one table is derived into the other table and used to maintain data consistency.  
 

 

7 a. Unique key allows NULL values in a table. (True/False)    

b. Delete from bank; 

       The above command will delete all the records from table “bank”. (True/False)  

(2) 

Ans. a.   True 

b. True 

 

 SECTION – B 

Each question carries 3 marks 
 

8 Write the output based upon the queries (i) to (iii)  given below: 3 



[3] 
 

Table : TEACHER 

 
(i) select name,age from TEACHER where age<35; 
(ii) select distinct(department) from TEACHER; 
(iii) select * from TEACHER where age>40 and  Department=‘Computer’; 

 
 

Ans. i. Name      age 
-------------------- 
Jugal         34 
Sharmila    31 
Sandeep    32 
Shalakha    33 

ii. Distinct(department) 
---------------------------- 
Computer 
History 
Maths 
 

iii. Name         Age                  Department                Dateofadm 
Shivam        44                      Computer                   25/02/97             

 

9 Define the following terms: 
a. candidate key 
b. alternate key 
c. tuple  

OR 
Write the answer of the following questions 

a. Which clause is used to show the result in a particular order. 
b. Which command is used to show all the databases available in mysql 
c. Which  command is used to remove the structure of the table from database. 

3 

Ans Candidate key: All attribute in the relation which are eligible to become a primary key are 
known as candidate key. 
Alternate key: All the candidate key except primary key are alternate key of the relation. 
Tuple: each row in the relation are tuple. 

OR 

 

[4] 
 

a. Order by 
b. Show databases 
c. Drop 

10 What is Cloud Computing? What are types of Cloud computing? 3 

Ans Cloud computing describes the act of storing, managing and processing data online, as opposed 
to on a physical computer or network. In other words, cloud computing is the delivery of 
computing services-including server, storage, databases, networking, software, analytics and 
intelligence – over the internet (“ the cloud”) to offer faster innovation, flexible resources and 
economics of scale.  

Types of  Cloud computing: 
a. SaaS(Software as a sevice) 
b. PaaS(Platform as Service) 
c. Iaas( Infrastructure as a service) 

 

 Section C  

11 On the basis of table Travel as given below, answer (i) to (iv). 

 

NO  NAME  TDATE  KM  CODE  NOP  

101  Janish Kin  2015–11–13  200  101  32  

103  Vedika Sahai  2016–04–21  100  103  45  

105  Tarun Ram  2016–03–23  350  102  42  

102  John Fen  2016–02–13  90  102  40  

107  Ahmed Khan  2015–01–10  75  104  2  

104  Raveena  2016–05–28  400  4  

(i) Write sql query to create above table Travel. (Take data types according to values 
in columns). 

(ii) Write a query to display NAME and TDATE from the table travel whose distance 
is greater than 100. 

(iii) Neelima has given the following command to arrange the data in ascending order 

of date. 

                                Select * from travel where order by tdate; 

              but she is not getting the desired result. Help her and write the correct command. 

(iv) Write a command to display the name and tdate of the traveller whose travel date 

is after 2015?  

4 

Ans. i. create table travel 

( NO integer primary key, 

  NAME varchar(50), 

  TDATE date, 

   KM decimal, 

   CODE integer, 

    NOP integer); 

 
ii. Select NAME,TDATE from travel where KM>100; 

iii. Select * from travel  order by tdate; 

iv. select name, tdate from travel where tdate > ‘2015-12-31’;  

 

 

12 Write SQL queries for question from (i) to (iv) which are based on the table: KV given 4 



[5] 
 

below ( ) 
 

KVCode KVName StationCode Region Zone 

1603 Bharatpur 331 Jaipur West 

1595 Alwar 324 Jaipur West 

1596 Alwar Itarana 324 Jaipur West 

1019 Gandhidham IFFCO 11 Ahmedabad West 

1020 Gandhidham Railway 11 Ahmedabad West 

1769 Avadi AFS 584 Chennai South 

1702 Uri 390 Jammu North 

1296 Barnala AFS 172 Chandigarh North 

(i) Display the details of KVs whose StationCode between 300 and 500. 
(ii) Display the details of KVs whose name ends with AFS. 
(iii) Print the details of KVs of Jaipur region. 
(iv) Print the Stationcode and Region of KVs which are not situated in Ahmedabad region 

OR 
(i) Display records of table in descending order of KVCode. 
(ii) Write a query to add on row in the above given table: 

(1603,Gurgaon AFS,144,gurugram,north) 
(iii) Display KVCode and KVName whose Zone is west or region is Chennai. 
(iv) Write a query to display details of all KVs whose names starts with A. 

 

Ans. i. Select * from KV where StationCode between 300 and 500; 

ii. Select * from KV where KVName like ‘%AFS’; 

iii. Select * from KV where Region=’Jaipur’; 

iv. Select StationCode,Region from KV where not region=’ Ahmedabad’; 

OR 

i. Select * from KV order by KVCODE desc; 

ii. insert into KV values(1603,’Gurgaon AFS’,144,’gurugram’,’north’) 

iii. Select KVCode,KVName from KV where not region=’ Ahmedabad’; 

iv. Select * from KV where KVName like ‘A%’; 

 

 

13 Study the following Case Studies and answer the questions below. 

A Bank in Haryana uses database management system to store student details. The Bank 

maintains a database 'bank_record' under which there are two tables.    

Accountholder Table : Maintains general details about every account holder in bank having 

below given field: 

Cname, Accno,balance 

Transaction Table : To store details of transactions done. Acc_no is the unique identification 

number issued to each account holder. Minimum balance of a account is 1000. The details of 

field are given below: 

Transaction_ID,TR_amount, TR_date, Accno 

 

i. Primary key of the table is already decided by the programmer. Now he wants 

another column to behave like primary key. Suggest him the combination of 

constraint which he can apply on that column to behave like a primary key. 
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ii.  The Primary Key for Transaction Table can be ……. 

 

iii. The Foreign Key for Transaction Table can be ……. 

 

iv. If Accno will contain exactly 10 character having combination of character and 

digits, which datatype will suggest for attribute Accno? 

Ans:   i. Unique and not null 

ii. Transaction_ID 

iii. Accno 

iv. char 

 

 

 


